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Technical Items
• Participant audio has been automatically muted and video has
been turned off
• Submit questions using the Q&A feature at any time during the
webinar
• Problems:
• Ask for help using the chat feature
• Send a support request to Zoom at: https://support.zoom.us/hc/enus/requests/new

• Download the slides at: https://shadac.org/publications/october13th-webinar-telephone-multi-mode-surveys-state-case-studiesand-conversations
• Webinar recording will be posted on SHADAC’s website
• E-mail notice will be sent to participants
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Overview and Format
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Learning Objectives
• Identify reasons for transitioning from RDD to ABS
• Describe strategies for evaluating impact and value of
transition
• Considerations to account for in communicating results
following a redesign
• Share lessons learned and guidance for future
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Format
• Overview of methodology and redesign
• Moderated conversation
• Audience questions welcome throughout
• Submit questions using the Q&A
• We will monitor throughout

• Closing comments from panelists
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Survey Methods and Redesign
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CHIS Overview
• The California Health Interview Survey is an omnibus health survey
conducted with an annual sample size of at least 20,000 adult
interviews per year across California
• CHIS collects detailed information for:
One adult (age 18+) in the household,
One adolescent (age 12-17) if present, and
One child (age 0-11) if present (by parent proxy)*

Screener
Interview

Sample Child
Interview (by
Parent
Proxy)*

Sample Adult
Interview

Sample
Adolescent
Interview
(with Parent’s
Permission)

*Completing the sample child interview first for all households is new for 2019

• From 2001 through 2018, CHIS was conducted as an RDD
telephone survey
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CHIS 2019 Data Collection Method for
Adults
Address-Based Sampling with Web and Telephone Response
Phase 1: Push-to-Web
3 mailings to sample addresses

Ask 1 sample adult
to respond...

Phase 2: Telephone
Nonresponse Follow-up

Call center staff call addresses
with available telephone
numbers up to 6 times

Call in to complete
by phone

Online
or
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Other Components of the CHIS 2019
Design
• Big data/machine learning methods to model household
characteristics
• Modeled characteristics including: presence of a child/teen, Spanishspeaking, Asian origin, etc.

• Targeted multi-lingual mailings to likely Spanish-speaking and Asian
households
• Web and telephone questionnaires available in English, Spanish,
Chinese (Cantonese and Mandarin), Korean, Vietnamese, and
Tagalog (telephone only)
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CHIS Adolescent Data Collection
• Through 2018, CHIS conducted adolescent interviews by
telephone, and the parent “passed the phone” after giving consent
• Starting in 2019, sample adults and adolescents received mailings
after completing the adult CHIS interview
• A conditional $10 incentive was offered for the adolescent
• The use of nested letters replicated the parental involvement in
“passing the phone” to the adolescent, and increased response
• The adolescent could respond by web or by telephone
“Dear parent”
“Dear teen”

“Dear teen”

Mail (nested)

Invite

(if available)

Mail

Text/SMS

Phone
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MHIS Overview
• Ongoing statewide survey of
non-institutionalized residents in
Massachusetts since 1998
• ~5,000 respondents of all ages
for each survey cycle
• Key survey domains:
• Health insurance coverage
• Health care access and
utilization
• Health care affordability

• Key stakeholders: legislators,
other policymakers, payers,
providers, employers, and the
public at large
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MHIS 2019 Design
•

RDD
• Oversample low-income
areas with landlines

•

ABS
• Oversample non-white &
Hispanic/Latino persons, 18-24

• Include prepaid and

years, persons in households with

other cell phones

children, & lower-income persons

• Initial call plus 6
callbacks
• Additional 3 callbacks

• Push-to-web
• Telephone follow-up with nonrespondents

after 2 weeks “rest”
period
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MNHA Overview
• The Minnesota Health Access Survey is a biennial population
survey that collects information on Minnesota residents’ access
to health insurance and health care.
• Basic MNHA design
• Typical sample size of 11,000 completes
• Usually fielded in late summer and fall
• Household is enumerated and one person is randomly selected
(target) for which additional questions are asked
• From 2001 to 2017, conducted as an RDD telephone survey
• Dual landline and cell phone frame beginning 2009
• Increasing percentage of cell phones to approximately 75% cell
phone in 2017
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2019 MNHA Data Collection
• Address-Based Sample
• Two waves with three mailings
each
• Initial letter, postcard, final
letter with hard copy survey
• Goal of 8,000 completes
• $2 pre-incentive in the initial letter

• Respondents
chose to
complete survey
5,212
134
2,514 by one of three
modes: web,
phone or hard
Completed surveys
copy

• RDD Side-by-Side
• Similar to 2017 design,
but with a target of
3000 completes
• $5 remuneration for
minutes offered to cell
phone respondents

620

3,053

Completed surveys
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Other Components of the 2019 MNHA
Design
• Big data/machine learning methods to model household
characteristics
• Modeled characteristics including: age over 65+, presence of a child/teen,
Spanish speaking, low income, etc.

• Targeted multilingual mailings to likely Spanish speaking households
• Questionnaires available in English and Spanish
• 2x prepaid cell phone oversample in the RDD cell phone frame
• UMN and MDH letterhead experiment in the ABS frame
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Moderated Conversation
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Timeline Leading to the 2019 CHIS Redesign
August 2017: Initiate CHIS Redesign Working Group
Spring 2018: Conduct initial experiment in 3 counties
Fall 2018: Conduct statewide pilot with revised methods
Early 2019: Analyze results and determine 2019 design
Spring 2019: Award data collection contract
September-December 2019: Field data collection for CHIS 2019
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CHIS Redesign Experiments
Spring 2018 Feasibility Study

Fall 2018 Pilot Study

• Independent sample from (but in
parallel with) CHIS 2018

• Independent sample from (but in
parallel with) CHIS 2018

• 3 purposively selected counties

• Statewide

• ABS push-to-web w/ CATI follow-up
• English web survey
• English dominant mailings
• Traditional adult-first ordering
• Mailing class experiment
• Multimode teen recruitment with
emphasis on text and email
• Funded by Kaiser

• ABS push-to-web w/ CATI follow-up
• English & Spanish web survey
• Targeted Spanish dominant mailings
• New child-first ordering
• No mailing class experiment
• Simplified teen recruitment with
nested mailings, plus incentives
• Funded by CA Department of Health
Care Services
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MHIS – Overview of Design by Year
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MHIS 2019 – RDD vs. ABS
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MNHA: Trending over Time
• Unable to conduct experiments in advance of transition to ABS
• RDD side-by-side study was conducted in order to be able to evaluate
how ABS compared to RDD

• Unexpected results and pivots while fielding
• Higher yields on ABS (~4:1 return after planning for an 8:1 return)
• But, lower numbers of respondents in some subgroups, such as targets identifying
as a race or ethnicity other than white
• In response, we reduced Wave 2 ABS mailings and increased cell phone sample

• Higher number of respondents in ABS choosing to complete the survey
via hardcopy
• Hardcopy did not include all of the questions on the web and phone versions, or
questions were sometimes modified in an attempt to make the survey instrument
easier to follow on paper
• Respondents often had a difficult time following the instrument, resulting in
conflicting information that needed to be resolved during data cleaning

• After fielding
• Comparing the unweighted samples and weighted estimates
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MNHA Frame Comparisons (Unweighted)
•

ABS frame respondents were different from RDD respondents.
Example:
•

Higher income and education levels
Income – Federal Poverty
Guidelines

Education Level

60%

60%

50%

50%

40%

40%

30%

30%

20%

20%

10%

10%

0%

FPG<=200

FPG 201400

ABS

RDD

FPG 400+

0%

HS or Less

Some
Bachelors
College or or Higher
2-year
Degree

ABS

RDD
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MNHA Frame Comparisons (Unweighted)
• ABS frame respondents were different from RDD respondents.
Example:
• Fewer children and a higher percentage of 65+ respondents
• Higher percentage of people who are white
Age

Race

50%

100%

40%

80%

30%

60%

20%

40%

10%

20%

0%

0%

0-17

18-34
ABS

35-64
RDD

65+

White
ABS

RDD
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MNHA Frame Comparisons (Weighted)
• Even after weighting, the ABS and RDD frames looked different
on non-control variables. Example:

• Higher income and percentage of people employed
• 3-4% difference in public program and uninsurance rate estimates,
with trending over time in opposite directions

• Ongoing work of reevaluating and redesigning the weighting
methodology.
Employment

Income – Federal Poverty Guidelines
50%

80%

40%

60%

30%
40%
20%
20%

10%
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Question & Answer and Discussion
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Contact Information
Please email shadac@umn.edu
with any follow-up questions.
Visit our website at
www.shadac.org
And follow us on twitter @SHADAC

